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Masters of portion control

Scanvaegt is extremely aware 
of the ever-increasing demands
on food processing companies
to meet future requirements.
Customers not only expect the
best quality, freshness and 
consistency, but also demand
greater flexibility and new 
services. Processing companies
must improve production by 
providing faster and more pre-
cise portioning.

HPS-10 Portioning Saw

Automatic sawing of frozen
products such as:
• whole fish
• loins of tuna etc.
• fish fillets
• meat products

Automatic sawing of frozen
products into portions

Sawing frozen salmon into steaks.

The frozen product is placed on a feed band, and fed to the sawing
position, where portions are cut with a bandsaw. The frozen
product is automatically taken to a new cutting position, held in
place, and sawn.

Easy cleaning and maintenance

The sawing system is automatically monitored at all critical points
and is very easy to maintain. As all guards can be opened, the sys-
tem is also easily accessible for cleaning, changing saw blades, and
carrying out technical service.

Two mechanical ”decks”

The machine is divided into an upper deck, where all the sensitive
mechanical and electrical components are protected from
water/cleaning, and a lower deck, where the actual processing
takes place, and which is therefore specifically designed to with-
stand cleaning procedures. The machine is made of stainless steel
and nylon materials that meet all food industry and other official
regulations. All moving functions are well guarded.

By means of a user-friendly dis-
play, the operator can choose
between pre-programmed saw-
ing and portioning options.
The saw moves vertically, while
the bandsaw blade is placed in a
horizontal position.

A belt transports the cut por-
tions to packing, where an ejec-
tor system is an option for sepa-
rating the trim pieces.

Benefits
• Continuous operation 

(no stops for charging
magazines)

• Cut portions delivered in a
continuous row for packing

• High yield
• Safe for the operator
• All sides/guards can be

opened for cleaning and
service



Scanvaegt supplies a wide
range of solutions for
sawing frozen blocks into
portions/cubes:

• fish

• meat

• spinach

• CO2 ice etc.

Customised at a glance
Scanvaegt has decades of experi-
ence in supplying block portion-
ing lines with the Norfo product
lines, and provides a wide range
of solutions that enable individual
cutting patterns, as well as cus-
tomised levels of automation and
capacity.
A typical set-up consists of an
Automatic Band Saw, a Multi
Band Saw and a Portioning Saw.
These lines have automatic
infeed systems for processing
frozen blocks into portions and
for glazing and packaging if
required.

Trapezoid Portioning Saw
The Trapezoid Portioning Saw is
designed for sawing slabs from
frozen blocks of fish fillets, for

example, into trapezoid-shaped
portions. The saw includes a
magazine, which can be fed both
manually and automatically. 
After leaving the magazine, the
slabs enter the sawing section
one at a time.
This saw has two horizontal
upper bladeshafts with rotating
blades. 
The slabs are first cut into rectan-
gular portions, and then immedi-
ately divided into the final trape-
zoid portions.
During the cutting process, each
slab is securely fastened in a
nylon carrier designed in the
shape to be cut. The cut portions
are removed from the carriers by
an automatic separator/spreader
system for collection, or for deliv-
ery to a batter/breader system,
etc.
The portion separator ensures
that the portions are staggered
and completely spread before
entering the batter/breader line.
The saw is capable of cutting
variable thicknesses and of saw-
ing rectangular portions by
means of bypassing the second
bladeshaft.

Automatic block portioning system

Saw for trapezoid portions (fish tails). Sawing systems for CO2 ice.
Blocks of frozen spinach, meat, etc.

Fish, meat or vegetable blocks
are cut into precise portions.

The Portioning Saw cuts slabs
into portions at optimum speed
with a minimum of residue.

Portions laid out on the product
handler before entering further
processing stages, such as
glazing or packaging.



The Multi Band Saw has 5 or 6
thin blades and can be adjusted
for cutting logs into 2 to 7 slabs.
Standard features include
individual blade tension and an
automatic stop function if a
blade breaks.

Sawing system for frozen spinach
and other products.

Optimise production workflow 
and create 

new business opportunities

Scanvaegt has decades of experience in

developing, manufacturing and intergrating

portion control system for the global food 

industry with the Norfo products. Scanvaegt

now supplies a wide range of portion control

and portioning solutions for fresh and 

frozen products.

The GLM 600 glazing system is a compact unit designed for glazing
frozen portions before they are packed into consumer cartons.

Automatic Band Saw
Blocks into logs

Block

Log

Multi Band Saw
Logs into slabs

Log

Automatic Portioning Saw
Slabs into portions

Slab

Slab

Portion



Sawing frozen ready meals into portions

With the IQF sawing solution, Scanvaegt provides a unique con-
cept for sawing frozen products into portions with a thickness of
up to 40 mm, including:
• fish fillets
• pizzas
• pies
• tarts
• lasagne etc.

The products are fed onto a nylon band, which conveys them
through a number of blades, and delivers portions ready for
packing. 
The concept is specially designed for high-speed production
with a minimum of manpower costs, as well as meeting the
requirements for a safe working environment.

Portions of tarts.

Pizza fingers.
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Solutions for non-frozen boneless products

About Scanvaegt

Processing equipment

Trimming lines

Pinbone removers

Portion cutters

Strip cutters

Slicers

Frozen block systems

De-headers

Feeding systems

Sawing systems

Glazing

SCANVAEGT EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES ARE SUPPLIED VIA SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES AND A DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK THAT SPANS THE GLOBE.

www.scanvaegt.com

Scanvaegt is a major supplier of
superior know-how and solutions
to the food processing industry
throughout the world. Scanvaegt
provides
• a comprehensive range of

solutions for handling, process-
ing and packaging meat, fish,
poultry, dairy products and
other foods

• highly advanced equipment for
monitoring performance, meas-
uring efficiency and improving
yields

• the ability to design, develop,
manufacture and install everyt-
hing from a single machine to
a complete food processing
solution – backed by a full
range of service packages

• an unparalleled understanding
of all aspects of the food pro-
cessing industry, how these
work together and how they
can be leveraged into greater
profitability

• sales, service and maintenance
on a global scale, carried out
by Scanvaegt’s own staff and
distributors.

Scanvaegt supplies a number of
solutions using the Norfo pro-
ducts,  ranging from the extreme-
ly effective and innovative por-
tion cutters (for fixed weight
and/or thickness portioning) to
the strip cutter (for cutting smal-
ler products into strips and por-
tions).

PortionCutter

As the pioneer of portion cutting,
and with more than ten years of
experience in manufacturing

high-precision intelligent portion
cutters, Scanvaegt supplies a
variety of models including single-
lane, double-lane, high-speed
and heavy-duty versions. This
range meets the product and
capacity requirements of the fish,
poultry and meat industries.

StripCutter

The StripCutter provides continu-
ous cutting into strips or portions
of products such as salmon and
other fish fillets, meat products,

poultry fillets and breasts, and
vegetables.
To achieve this, products are pla-
ced on a feed band, and the cut-
ting is done by several circular
blades fixed on one shaft. The
StripCutter can be individually
adjusted for variable speed and
distance between blades, accor-
ding to the product and required
capacity. The cut portions contin-
ue on a discharge conveyor
directly into boxes or for further
processing.

- a member of the Scanvaegt Group


